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Abstract 

The accuracy of calculations according to the superfluid nuclear model has been investigated on the basis of a 

model with five levels which permits to obtain the exact solution on the electronic computer. Comparision has been 

made with the real case of a system consisting of 102 neutrons. 

The investigation has shown that the accuracy of calculations is in the main restricted to the uncertainties in the 

details of the average field and the fluctuation in these single -particle levels but not to the inaccuracy of the mathe

matical method used. 

M.K. BonKOB, B. Pbi5apcKa, A. naanHKOBCKH, B.r. ConOBbeB 

0 T04HOCTJ..1 PAC4ETOB 
CVInbHO.UEct:>OPMVJPOBAHHbiX 

HA OCHOBE CBEPXTEKY4EH 

A H H o T a u H R 

CBOHCTB 
3nEMEHTOB 

MO.UEJIVJ H.UPA 

OpoaeaeHO HccneaoBaHHe ToqHOCTH pacqeTOB cornacHo cBepxTeKyqe~ MoaenH RApa Ha 

OCHOBe MOAenH C 5 ypOBHRMH, AOII)'CK810Well: rronyqeHHe TQqHOrO peweHHR C IIOMOWbiO aneK

TpOHHOft BblqHcnHTenbHOft M8Wl!:Hbl, H ang pean&HOrO cnyqaR CHCTeM bl H3 102 HeftTpOHOB. 

npoBeaeHHOe HCCneaoBaHHe IIOKa3ano, qTQ TOqHOCTb pacqeTOB orpaHHqeHa, B OCHOBHOM, 

rrnOXHM 3H8HHeM IIOBeaeHHR ypOBHell: cpeaHero rrong H HX ¢nJOKTYBUHeH, a He TQqHQCTb!O HC-

rronbayeMoro MaTeMaTHqecKoro MeToaa. 

Pa6oTa H3Aa~TCSI TOnbKO Ha .aHrnH!%CKOM R3biKe. 
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OJ the basis of the superfluid nuclear model the behaviour of the single-quasi-particle levels of odd nuclei was in

vestigated, the energies of the two-quasi-particle exicted states of even-even nuclei were calculated and the effect of 

paring correlations on the probabilities of alpha- , beta- and gamma transitions in strongly defonned nuclei was studied 

in the region 1'54 ~A ~ 188 and 225 ~A ~255/l-3/ . A satisfactory agreement is obtained between theoretical and expe

rimental data. 

As long as the calculations perfonned are approximate then the problem of their accuracy is of interest. As is 

known, the errors in the calculations made on the basis of the superfluid nuclear model are, first, due to the uncertain-

ties in the details of the average field and, to the fluctuations in these single-particle levels in passing from one nuc

leus to another, and, second, they are due to an inaccuracy of the mathematical method used/ 4/ . 

The errors which are due to the behaviour of the average field levels were essentially decreased by locating them 

so that to obtain the best agreement hetwee n energies of the calculated single-quasi-particle levels of odd nuclei and 

the corresponding experimental values. The use of the modified NHsson's scheme as the average field levels improves 

noticeably the agreement between calculated and experimental values of the even-even nucleus exr:ited state energies 

as compared with calculations based on the Nilsson's scheme levels given in / 5/ . 

In these calculations, however, use was made of a single scheme of the average field levels for a large group of 

nuclei and the alterations in this scheme were not taken into account in passing from nucleus to nucleus. 

In the present paper we investigate the accuracy of the mathematical method based on the Bogolubov's canonical 

transfonnation and used for calculating the following characteristics of strongly defonned nuclei: 

a) the energies of the single-quasi-particle excited states of system consisting of an odd number of nucleons, 

b) the energies of the two-quasi-particle excited states of. systems consisting of an even number of nucleons, 

c) corrections which are due to the superfluidity of the ground- and excited nuclear states to the probabilities of the 

alpha-, beta-, and gamma transitions which enable one to calculate the relative values of log ft for beta transitions, 

the hindrance factors F in alpha decays and so on. 

l. Exact and Approximate Solutions 

We shall investigate the accuracy of the approximate method using the simplified model which was studied earlier 

by the two of us / 6/ . Consider the n-particle interaction described by the Hamiltonian 

s,a 
E (s) ~ asa - G ~ S:+ a:-_ lis'- as'+ 

' s,s 

Here S:,. , a sa are the nucleon creation and annihilation operators in states with quantum numbers 

( l) 

s, a ( s = 1 , ... , 0; a=+ 1 ) , E(s) are the energies of the twofold degenerated average field levels, G is the paring 

interaction constant. This problem is solved in / 6 / exactly on the electronic computer for the case of the equidistant 

location of the average field levels with 0 = 5, n = 6 for G equal to 0,5 l'l. E, 0,8 tl E, l tl E and 1,25 tl E. The 

average field levels were denoted by 1,2,3,4,5, the distance between them l'l. E= E ( i + l) -E(i) = l was taken to he 

a conventional unit of the energy. The method of the exact solution of this problem with basic fonnulas and notations 

and the comparisons of the exact solutions with the approximate ones are stated in Ref. 161 
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We will use further this exactly soluble simplified model to investigate the problem about the accuracy of the approxi

mate calculations. We find the excitation spectrum of the even system for n = 6 and of the odd system for n "'5, the 

ground-state energy for n= 4 and the density of the number of pairs on the average field levels. Calculations are made 

for the case of equidistant location of the field levels E (s) ( denote equid) and for the cases of the following change 

in the equidistant location of the levels; l) level 3 is raised by 0 ,5 (denote (3+) ), 2) level 3 is lowered by 0,5 (de

note (3-) ) , 3) levels 2 and 3 are each raised by 0,5 (denote (2+, 3+) ), 4) level 2 is lowered by 0,5) level 4 is 

raised by 0,5 ( denote (2-, 4+- ) ). The locations of the average field levels are chosen so as to correspond as well 

as possible to the behaviour of the average field levels in the region of strongly deformed nuclei. 

We compare the exact solution of the problem ( denote by m) with the following approximate ones: not taking into 

account the blocking effect as in the original method for treating pairing correlations ( denote by a) and taking into 

account the blocking effect as in the superfluid nuclear model ( denote by o). As an example in Fig. l we give the ener 

gies of the ground- and two-quasi-particle excited states for n"'6 calculated with the exact and approximate methods 

when G = 1,25 for case ( 2+, 3+ ). Similar figures in the case of equidistant location of the average field levels are 

given in Ref./6/ ."'The figures on the left denote there the average field levels which are occupied by the quasi-particles. 

We design by K the last filled single-particle level of the average field at G = 0, by K-1, K-2 the hole states, by 

K+1, K+2 the particle states. 

It is known that in calculations according to the superfluid nuclear model the number of particles is conserved on 

the average and the wave functions 1JI of the n -particle system contain admixtures of states with n - 2, n+ 2 and so 

on numbers of particles. The wave function 1JI of the ground state of the even system reads 

where a 1JI = 0, 
su 0 

1JI "' II ( us + us as: a;J IJ6 
s 

v 2 = ~ ( 1 _ E (s) - ,\ 

s V c :l~ l E(s) -,\1 2 

2 2 
), u = l- v 

s s 

chemical potential of the system. /\.s was noted in Ref. / 7/ the accuracy of 

(2) 

C is the correlation function, ,\ - is the 

calculation of the excitation energy 

will be improved if instead of the wave functions (2) we use the normalized projections of these wave functions on the 

subspace of n-particles. The exact calculations both for the excitation energies and pair distribution densities are 

also compared with the approximate ones by the methods a and o with the projected wave functions ( denoted by ap 

and 8 ). 
p 

To describe more exactly the behaviour of the single-particle levels we have used in / 2/ experimental data on the 

odd nucleus levels. 1l1e average field levels were altered so as to obtain agreement between calculated energy va-

lues and corresponding experimental data. ln connection with des cribin g more exactl y the behaviour of the average 

field levels the problem arises how to calculate exactly the energies of the single-quasi- particle excited states in the 

superfluid nuclear model. 

Consider a s ystem consisting of five particles. The energies of the ground- and excited states of the s ystem for the 

case ( 2+. 3+ ) at G = l are given in Fig. 2 ( 1,2,3,4,5 are levels occupied by a quasi-particle) . From fig. 2 it is 

seen that the energies of the ground state in cases of the exact solution and 8 are practically coincident and lie by 
p 

almost one level below tl,an in the solutions by t~e a and b methods. The calculations using the b method gives a correct 

description both of the sequence of the energy levels and of the distances between them. At the same time the calcula-
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tions using the a method le<td to n cl•an~cJ order of levels and to a considerable decrease of the distance between them 

as compared lo the exact calculations . In order to demonstrate the accuracy of th e approximate methods in Fig. 3 we 

plot the excitation energies o f th e system with n = 5 for the case (3+). Above the value E(k) = 0 corresponding to 

the ground state we draw positions of the particle excited states, and below positions of the hole states. The results 

of calculations for G·= 1 and 1,25 for all above cases of behaviour of the average field levels show that the exc itation 

energies of system consisting of an odd number o f particles are calculated in this simplified model by a method with 

the accuracy ( 5-l5)<>t.The accuracy of similar calcu lat ions in the case of strongly deformed nuclei is expected to be 

noticeably improved. From comparison of the spectra given in F igs. 3 and 2 it is seen that the raising of the level 2 

by 0,5 leads to greater change in the behaviour of the energy levels in the case of the exact solution than th e errors 

of the approximate b nethod in comparison with the corresponding exact s olution. From Fig. 3 it is seen that in pas

sing from G=l to G = 1,25 th e spectrum of the single-quasi-particle levels becomes narrow, what provides eviden ce 

of the correctness of conclusions / 1/ about the influence of the superfluidity on the single-particle levels of odd .nu c-

lei. 

Thus, the investigation shows that the approximate mathematical method used in the superfluid nuclear model gives 

a fairly good accuracy in calculating the energies of the single-quasi-particle excited states of the strongly deform ed 

odd nuclei. 

2. Density of the Number of Pairs on the Average Field I .evels. 

As is known the pairing correlations of the superconductive type lead to a diffusion of the Fermi surfa ce. Hence, 
2 

the average values of the particle number operator in the state s , N s in th e case of the exact solution and v s in 

the approximate calculations,become different from 1 and zero. Correction s to th e probabi lities of alpba- beta- and 

gamma transitions which are due to the superfluidity of the ground- and exc ited states consist of the combinations of 

the quantities v and u • Therefore it is necessary to make clear to what accuracy the densities of number of pai :.; 
S S · 

on the average field levels are calculated by the method of the superfluid nuclear model. 

We compare the distribution of number of pairs in the ground- and excited states ca\culated by the exact and appro

ximate methods. We consider, first, the distribution of the density in the ground state of the system consist:.Og of an 

even number of particles. For this in Table 1 we give the value~ of N . < <I> : N I <I> > 
' s 0 s 0 

and v2 for the case (3+) 
s 

at G= 1 and G = 1,2 5; here <~IN s I <I> 
0 

> is the distribution of the density in states described with projected wave 

functions. The results of the analogous calculations for the case (equid) at G = 1,25, 1, 0,8 and 0,5 are given in 
2 

Ref./6/ . From Table 1 it is seen that vs2's describe well the density of pairs, the ratio _J_ changes between 0.95 
Ns 

and 1,2. Note the function vs2 yields a somewhat larger diffusion of the Fermi surface compared with the exact solution. 

while the function< <1>
0 

INs I <1>
0
>, on the contrary, leads to a decrease of this diffusion. Calculations with proje cted 

wave functions do not lead to a noticeable improvement of the approximation v 
2 

. 
s 

We consider the density of the number of pairs in the two-quasi-particle excited states of system consisting of even 

number of particles. In Table 2 we gave the distribution for the case ( 2+, 3+) at G = 1, 25. From the Table it is seen 

that the calculations by the method b describe well the distribution of the pair density in the excited states. In the 

exact calculations the importance of the blocking effect is demostrated. The density of the number of pairs on the 

average field levels changes noticeably in the transition from the ground to the exci ted states. This is seen from the 
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comparison of pair distributions in the case (3+) given in Tables 1 and 3. Note the exact calculations yield a some

what larger depression of pair correlations in the excited states compared with the ground ones than the calculations 

by the b method . The calculations with projected wave functions lead to a noticeable weakening of the superfluidity 

as compared with the exact calculations. In the calculations by the a method the number of particles is not conserved 

even on the average and the density of pairs strongly differs from that in the case of the exact method. 

It should be noted that for comparatively small values of G and in the case of a small d~nsity of the average field 

levels near the Fermi surface energy in the two-quasi-particle states ( K, K + 1) and sometimes in other cases, the 

pairing correlations calculated by the b method are practically absent. The exact calculations in these case yield a 

noticeable depression of pair correlations, however the diffusion of the Fermi surface remains still essential enough. 

This occurs, e.g., in the case (3+} at G= 1, what is seen from Table 3. In raising G the usual picture is restored, • 

e.g., at G = 1,25. At G = 0,5 in the case (equid.) the pairing correlations calculated by the b method are absent in 

states ( K, K+ l ) , ( K, K+2) and ( K-1, K+ 1). In those cases when the pairing correlations calculated by the b me-

thod are absent, i.e. V. 0 we have a significant disagreement between the approximate calculations and the exact 

ones. 

In investigating the properties of the strongly deformed nuclei on the basis of the superfluid model of a nucleus 

in / 2/ there were cases when in states ( K, K+ 1) and rarely in states ( K, K+2) and (K-1, K+ 1) the pairing correlations 

were absent. The present investigations show that in these cases the accuracy of calculations by the b method 

becomes worse. Therefore it is desirable that in case where G=O the method should be somewhat modified to obtain 

better agreement with the corresponding exact solutions. It should he noted that in this apprt'a ch some interesting 

results have been obtained by Mikhailov I. / 8/ 

Consider the density of pairs in the ground- and excited states of system consisting of odd number of particles. 

Table 4 contains a part of the results obtained. We first consider regularities obtained in the exact solution. In all 

cases the pairing correlations in the ground states are somewhat more strongly depressed as compared to the hole 

K-1, K-2 and to the particle K+ l, K+2 ones. From the comparison of the pair density in the ground states of even 

and odd systems given in Tables 1 and 4 it is seen that the pairing correlations in the system consisting of odd number 

of particles are noticeably depressed compared with that consisting of even number of particles. Thus, the calculations 

made provide evidence of the correctnees of conclusions drawn on the basis of the superfluid nuclear model that the 

correlation function C(K) of the ground state of system of 2N - 1 particles is somewhat less than the C correlation 

function of the ground state of system of 2N particles hut the values of C(K+i ) for the excited states turned out to be 

somewhat larger than those of C ( K ) . 

From Table 4 it is seen that the calculations by the b method describe sufficiently well the density of pairs on the 
" L 

average field levels. The •quantities vs well reproduce all regularities in the behaviour of the corresponding quanti-

ties Ns. 

Corrections to the probabilities of alpha-, beta- and gamma transitions which are due to the superflui,lity of the 

ground- and excited states of atomic nuclei are of the following form: 

(3) 
R n ( u u ' ! v v' ) 

s s s s s ' 
6 
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If we restrict ourselves to the transitions between states with 0,1,2 quasi-particles we obtain ( consisting of com-

binations of us and vs which are referred to the ground and single-particle states. The product can then contain 

and v~ which are referred to the two-quasi-particle states. 

u' s 

The calculations of v and u for the ground states of systems consisting of even number of particles and for 
s s 2 

the single-quasi-particle states by the b method are in satisfactory agreement with the exact ones. The ratio v s __ 

changes in the limits 

0,9 

2 
< vs <15 
~' 

!'js 

Ns 

It should be noticed that comparatively large deflections of v ;1 N s from unity are due to the fact that in the simpli

fied model under consideration 0 and n are taken to be small. 

The products in (3) are calculated by the b method with a sufficiently good accuracy, except when the correlation 

function· of one of the states is close to zero. In these cases the calculations by the b method gives understated valu-

es. 

In calculating CQrrections to the probabilities of the alpha-, beta- and gamma transitions in strongly deformed nuclei 

there were some cases where in the final state the correlation function C was zero. From the analysis it follows that 

in such cases the understated values for R's were obtained. So, e.g., in calculating corrections to the probabilities of 

beta transitions in2 it was found that at C=O the products ll ( u u' + v v' ) assumed the values 0,5- 0,7, while 
s s s s s 

at CJ 0 they were 0,6 - 0,99. This fact points out the necessity of modification of the b method where C' s are very 

close to zero. 

The expressions for ( in the case of gamma transitions are of a rather complicated form, so, e.g., for transitions 

with the conservation of the number of particles 

(4) 

where T/ = 1 for electric and T/ = -1 for magnetic transitions. 

Since in cases with T/ = 1 large errors can appear, then corrections R y should be ca\culated by the exact method 

and compared with the results of calculation by the b method. The results are given in Table 5. The corrections R~ 

to the magnetic transitions caclulated by the b method are in a satisfactory agreement with the exact calculations. The 
e 

lower values down to 0,4 compared-to the exact ones are o~tained by the b method for corrections R}' · In calculating 

corrections Ry for electromagnetic transitions from the two-quasi-particle states to the ground ones use should be made 

of simpler calculations by the a method. The accuracy of calculation of corrections R y may . be considered sufficient 

as far as small fluctuations in the average field levels lead to a large change of Ry 'sand the experimental data on the 

probabilities of gamma transitions are insufficiently exact. 

The investigation carried out showed that the densities of pairs in the ground- and excited states calculated by the 

b method were in satisfactory agreement with the results of the exact calculations. Small changes in the behaviour of 

the average field levels lead to approximately the same changes of the exact solutions as the differences between exact 

and approximate calculations. Since in increasing 0, n and decreasing G the accuracy of calculations by the b me-

thod is expected to be improved, hence it follows that the accuracy of calculations of corrections R is sufficiently good. 
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From the above analysis it follows that in calculating on the basis of the superfluid nuclear model corrections R 

to the probabilities of the alpha-, beta- and gamma transitions there is no need in a further improvement of the mathe

matical method ( except states with C"' 0 ) if the behaviour of the average field levels will not be described more 

exactly. 

3. Energies of the Two-Quasi-Particle Excited States 

We investigate the problem of the accuracy of calculation of the energies of the two-quasi-particle states of sys· 

tern consisting of even number of nucleons. We make use of the simplified model and compare the exact solution of 

the problem (m) with the approximate ones by the a method without the account of the blocking effect, by the b me

thod with the account of the blocking effect and by the a p and bp ones with the projected wave functions. The results 

of calculations of the energit:s of the ground and two-quasi-particle excited states for the case of the equidistant lo-

cation of the average field levels at G"' 0,5; 0,8, 1 and 1,25 are given in Ref. / 6 / and for the case (2+, 3+) at 

G = 1,25 in Fig. L The energy of the ground state of the sys tem in the case of the exact solution for all values of G 

is less than that obtained by the approximate a or b methods. From Fig. 1 it i s seen that the calculations by the b 

method well describe the sequence of the excited states and well reproduce the character of their behaviour. For ex-

ample, in exact soluti.m in the case (2+, 3+) sma ll J.istances between the levels (3,5) and (2,4) and also (1 ,3) and 

(1,5) are obtained. In the b approximation these particularities are conserved. The absolute energy values calculated 

by the b method differ noticeably from those obtained by the exact method, the first are lower espe cially for the ( K, 

K+1) level. 

For the cases (equid.), (3-), (3+) , (2+ , 3+), (2-, 4+) and other of the average field behaviour at G=o,8, 1 and 1,25 

it is shown that the energy of the ( K, K+1) level calculated by the exact method lies below the corresponding 

values of the gap 2C. 'llis fact proves the importance of the blocking effect for the same location of the average field 

levels as in the case of the strongly deformed nuclei. 

In calculations by the a method the correct sequence of the two-quasi-pa rticle levels is not conserved and the par

ticularities of the spectrum are not transferred. The differen ces of energies betwe en the ground- and excited states 

do not strongly differ from the exact values, however the density of the two-quasi-particle states obtained in the case of 

the a method is about twice as large as that in the case of the exact solution. The distances between the two-quasi-

particle excited states calculated by the b method are approximately the same as in the case of the exact solution. 

The densities of the levels of the two-quasi-particle state energies calculated by the m and b methods are approxi-

mately identical 

It should be noticed that in the considered s implified model th e ac curacy of solutions by the a and b methods is 

worse than that in the case of the strongly deformed nuclei becau se of very small values of 0 and n and also rela-

tively large values of G. At the same time th e role of the block ing effe c t is somewhat overestimated. 

The energies of the ground- and excited states cal culated by the a p and bp methods with the projected wa\·e 

functions are in a fa irly good agreement wit! , those cal cul a ted by the exa ct method, espe cially for lar~e G's. In this 

case the simplified model gives better agreem rmt with the exa ct solutions than the calculations in the region of 

strongl y deformed nuclei. 
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Owing to the fact that the calculations according to the superfluid nuclear model are based on the exp erimental data 

on pairing energies it is necessary to compare the energies of the ground- and. excited states calculated by the m and 

b methods for the same values of the pairing energies P. In Fig. 4 we give the energies of the ground- and 

excited states calculated exactly (m) for P=P and G=l, by the b nethod at G=l, and by the h method at P=P . If in the 
0 0 

exact method G= 1, P = ~,then in the h method the pairing energy takes the value P= P
0 

at G = 1,09. From Fig. 4 it 

is seen that the errors in the differences of energies in the b method are twice as small compared with the exact one 

if calculations are made for one and the same value of the pairing energy P = P as compared to those in calculations 
0 

made for one and the same value of the pairing interaction constant G = 1. As long as the calculations made in accor-

dance with the superfluid nuclear model yield the correct sequence of the levels of the even-even nucleus energy, the 

accuracy of calculations becomes higher due to the fact that they Pre based on the experimental pairing energies. 

We investigate the influence of the fluctuation in the average field levels on the change ofthe excited state spectrum. 

In Fig. 4 we gave the exact solutions for cases (3-) and (3+) at G = 1 . From Fig. 4 it is seen that the change in the 

position of the only one average field level leads to a marked change of energies both of the ground- and excited states 

and in a number of cases to the change of the excites states sequence. Thus, an insignificant change in the behaviour 

of the average field levels leads to a large change of the energy spectrum as compared to that wl•ich follow from the 

approximate solution of the problem. 

As was already noted the energies of the ground- and two-quasi-particle states calculated by the a and 
p 

bp me-

thods are fairly close to those obtained by the exact method. Use this fact in order to estimate the accuracy of calcula

tions of the even-even nucleus energy. Calculate the energies of the ground- and excited states by the b, a p and b p 

methods for systems consisting of i02 ne~rons. We use the scheme of the neutron single-particle levels of the average 

field in the region 98< N <110. Calculations are made with the same parameters and in just the same way as in / 2/ . 

The projection wave function and the energy of the ground state of the n particle system ( v = n / 2) are of the form: 

1 1 1 -~ + + + 
¢=I ~ v.t v.~ .. v•u ~ v81 v82 .. v"v/3 f3 ... f3. 'I' 0 (5) 

1 1 1 •z .1 v 
u•z u •1' u•v u•zu•1 ... u •v 

•j-•j-.. . <•v •f-~···<•v 

1 1 1 
-1 1 1 1 

f =I ~ v •r v. i .. v.l:! I 2 ~ ( [ E (s) + E (s )+ ... + E(sJ] v•zv•i" v•v 
p 

u 1 u1 ... .<.< .. . <. u1 ·(·~···< <y u1 u 1 ••• u1 
I 1 y .I .1 •v • • " I 1 

2 1 1 

-G ~ VIz vl2 
~ 

Vs2 V sj"" v•v (6) - -- f 2 2 2 
II I 2 u

11 
u I s<o< ... <s 1 t Us u 0 ... u. 

22 3 v 12 2 3 v 

where {3 = a a . These and similar formulas will be used in calculating by the · a and b methods. 
ss-s+ p P 

The results of calculations of the energy differences(expressed in MeV) between two-quasi-particle ( with ff L) 

and ground states are represented in Fig. 5. The calculations by the b method are made at G = 0,022 h w0
, which cor

responds to the pairing energy P = 1,26 \1eV and at G= 0,023 hw0
, P=l. 51 MeV. Calculations by the a and[J methods 

p p 

are performed at G = 0,022 hw0
, in this case the pairing energy P=l,57 \1eV. The pairing energies obtained by the b 
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method at G = 0,023 hcu
0 

are very close to those obtained by the ap and bp methods a t G = 0,022 hcu0 and to experimen· 

tal data. The comparison of energies calculated by the b method at G= 0,023 hcu 0 with those by the ap method shows 

that the order of the levels is one and the same in both cases, and the difference of energies does not exceed 1()()..200 

Ke V. In calculations by the h p method the ( K, K+ 1) and ( K-1, K + 1 ) state energies are not given since they are 

not calculated with a sufficient accuracy because C's are very small in those states. From the comparison of calcula

tions by the b and h p methods it follows that the excitation energies in the case of the b method are noticeably low

er than those calculated by the b method. Notice that the method bp as well as a yield somewhat larger values of 
p p 

the excitation energies. At the same time the calculations by the b method reproduce the special features of the spec 

trum revealed in calculations by the h p method. 

From the comparison made we may conclude that the energies of the two-quasi-particle excited states of even-even 

strongly deformed nuclei are calculated by the h method with the accuracy up to 10%. 

Thus, the accuracy of calculations of the two-quasi-particle excited states energies on the basis of the superfluid 

nuclear model is restricted to the uncertainties in the details of the average field and the neglect of the fluctuations 

in the transition from nucleus to nucleus, but not to the inaccuracy of the mathematical method. 

4 Conclusion 

Here we give the approximations which have been used in calculating some properties of strongly deformed eleme

nts on the basis of the superfluid nuclear model. 

The exact equations for the nuclear many-body problem were obtained in / 9 / by means of the Bogoluhov variational 

principle. In further investigations based on these equations the following approximations were made: 

+ 
L The density function F ( f, r ) = < Sf af•> was assumed to be diagonal. i.e. 

F < f, r ) = F (f) a < f - r ) (7) 

In the approximation (7) the average field and the residual interactions of the superconducting type / 4/ were singled 

out explicitly from the most general type of the interaction between nucleons. The neglect of the non-diagonal part 

of F (f,P) leads to errors of the order 0-2)% in the energies of the single- and two-quasi-particle excited states and 

to errors less than 1% in the corrections R to the probabilities of the alpha- beta- and gamma transitions to the non

collective levels. 

2. Interactions leading to the superconducting type pairing correlations described by the function G( s+ ,,s-; s'-,s'+) 

are considered to he independent of the quantum numbers s and s'. i.e. 

G = Const (8) 

The pairing interaction constants G were calculated in / 2f using the experimental data on pairing energies. It was 

-1 
shown that G changes as A in the transition from one nucleus to another and form the region 154 < A < 188 to 

225 < A < 255. Hence, it follows that the approximation (8) is satisfied with high accuracy. 

On the basis of the approximations (7) and (8) the superfluid nucleus model was formulated which takes into account 

the residual interactions between nucleons described by the Hamiltonian(!). In accordance with this model the accu-
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racy of calculations depends on: 

3. the accuracy of the detennination of the average field levels, 

4. the accuracy of the mathematical method used in solving this problem. 

The investigations carried out have shown that the accuracy of calculations according to the superfluid nuclear 

model is restricted, in general, to the uncertainties in details of the average field and the fluctuation of these level s 

but not to the inaccuracy of the mathematical method . 

Taking into consideration the errors of calculations which come from the abovementioned sources we draw the fol-

lowing conclusions. 

a) the accuracy of calculations of the energies of the two-quasi-particle levels of even-even nuclei amounts to 

(10- 20) %, 

b) the accuracy of calculations of the corrections R to the probabilities of the alpha- , beta- and gamma transitions 

varies between 10% and 100%. 

The calculations made in / 2/ and the comparisons with the experimental data agree with these conclusions. The calcula-
• 

tions showed that on the basis of the superfluid nuclear model one may investigate not only the general regularities in 

the behaviour of nuclei but specific features of each of them. 

In conclusion we express our gratitude to N.N .Bogolubov, I.N.Mikhailov and N .I.Pyatov for the fruitful discussions 

and also to N.A.Busdavina, I.N.Kukhtina and R.H.Fedorova for making numerical calculations. 
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Table I 

I , 
Distribution of density in the ground state of the even 

system in case ( J+l) 

-c =1 t = 1,25 / 

~ (¢,/N/¢,) v' ~ (¢,/NI~> v,z 
~ 

'4 'J 
m 8e g m 4 & 

1 K-2 0,91 0,9J o,9o 0,88 o,9o 0,86 

2 K-1 o,86 0,87 o,8J 0,82 0,82 0,78 

) K o,61 0,59 0,57 0,59 0,58 0,57 

4 K+l 0,41 0,42 0,45 0,45 0,45 0,48 

5 K+2 0,21 0,19 0,25 0,26 0,25 O,Jl 

Table 2 

Distribution of the number of pairs in the two-quasi-particle 

excited states of the even system in case ( !+, J+ ) at G=l,25 

---
K1, K2 J. m ~ ! a 
.1~ 

I 

iC,K+l 1 0,969 0,996 0,974 0,86) 

J,4 2 0,9J6 0,987 0,908 0,7)2 
5 0,095 0,017 0,119 o,J28 

K,K+2 1 0,946 0,972 0,9JO 0,864 
J,5 2 0,864 o,885 0,766 0,7J2 

4 0,190 0,14) o,J04 0,495 

K-l,K+l 1 0,967 0,988 0,965 o,86J 
2,4 ) 0,867 0,899 0,765 0,582 

5 0,166 0,11J o,no o,J28 I 

~l,K+2 1 0,928 0,950 0,907 0,86) 
4,5 2 0,792 0,791 o,698 0,7J2 

) 0,280 0,259 O,J95 0,582 
K-1, K 1 0,965 0,985 0,965 0,86) 

2,3 4 0,715 0,804 0,685 0,495 
5 0,240 0,211 O,J50 0,)28 

K-2,K-l ) 0,86) 0,874 0,816 0,5)2 
1,~ 4 o, 796 0,792 0,728 0,495 

5 o,J41 o,JJ5 0,456 O,J28 
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~2 
Density of the number of pairs in the two-quasi-particle 
exited states of the even system in case ( J~) 

K1' K2 G I G 1,25 

j,' J2 3,. ! t m m 

K,K+1 1 0,981 1,000 0,970 0,986 
3,4 2 0,969 1,000 0,95) 0,966 

5 0,050 o,ooo o,o77 0,048 

K,K+2 1 0,965 0,967 0,948 0,928 
3,5 2 0,935 0,903 0,907 0,834 

4 0,100 O,lJO 0,145 0,238 

K-1,K~2 1 0,978 0,982 0,967 0,965 
2,4 3 0,903 0,829 0,867 0,765 

5 0,119 0,189 0,166 0,270 

K+1,K~2 1 0,951 0,935 0,929 0,898 
4,5 2 0,698 0,818 0,862 o, 771 

J 0,151 0,247 0,209 O,JJ1 

K-l,K 1 0,977 0,979 0,965 0,965 
2,3 4 0,837 0,726 0,795 0,685 

5 0,186 0,295 0,240 0,)50 

------
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Kl J, j . 
I 

K,J 1 
2 

ground 4 
5 

K+l,4 I 
2 
J 
5 

K+2,5 1 
2 
J 
4 

K-1,2 1 
J 

4 
5 

K-2,1 2 
J 
4 
5 

Table !!; 

Distribution of the number of pairs in the ground and 
excited states or system with odd number of particles 

G=l case (2-,4+) G=I oase (J+) G=l,25 case (J+) 

m ! m J m ! 

0,945 0,947 0,9Jl 0,912 0,895 0,85J 
0,929 0,915 0,878 0,794 0,824 0,72J 
o,on 0,085 0,122 0,206 0,176 0,277 
0,055 o,05J 0,069 0,088 0,105 0,147 

0,891 0,844 0,914 0,886 0,875 0,8JO 
0,846 0,76J 0,8J6 0,7J8 0,779 0,685 
0,201 O,J24 0,178 0,290 0,240 o,J46 
0,062 o,o69 o,o72 0,088 0,106 O,lJ9 

0,882 o,8J2 o,89J 0,855 0,867 0,799 
o,8J4 0,747 0,794 0,686 0,721 0,641 
0,204 O,J21 0,18J 0,274 0,244 O,J20 
o,o8o 0,100 o,uo 0,185 0,168 0,240 

0,9J9 o,9J1 0,927 0,92J 0,896 o,880 
0,799 o,676 0,604 0,528 0,564 0,507 
0,15J o,2J7 o,J28 o,J77 o,J59 o,J94 
0,109 0,156 0,141 0,172 0,181 0,219 

0,920 0,900 9,87) 0,846 o,8J1 0,79J 
0,796 0,679 0,610 0,550 0,576 0,5J4 
0,166 0,25J o,J57 0,408 o,J89 0,426 
0,118 0,168 0,160 0,196 0,204 0,247 
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Transition 

J.-J I K 

1 J 
2 J 

4 J 

5 J 

Table 5 

Corrections to electric , Rr"' to magnetic 

transitions in system consisting of odd number of 

particles at G=l 

Case (J+) Case (2-,4+) ---------
m ~ m J 

Re r Rrm R/ Rr'" R/ Rt R/ R;' 

o,J5 0,84 0,24 0,76 0,58 0,94 0,41 0,79 
0,26 0,90 o,u 0,87 0,55 0,96 o,J5 0,84 

0,49 0,99 0,26 0,98 0,55 0,96 o,J5 0,84 

0,58 0,97 0,42 0,92 0,58 0,94 0,41 0,79 

' 


